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Are cats liquid? ?
?
?



Cats take the 
shape of their 
container.



There Are SIX TYPES of Cat Coats

Tabby

Having
dark-coloured 
marks on grey 

or brown fur

Solid

One
colour

Tortoise Shell

A cat with white, 
black, brown, and 

orange fur.
This type of cat is 
generally female. 

Tricolour
Divided into three 

equal parts of a 
different colour.

This type of cat is 
generally female. 

Bicolour

These cats have 
solid patches of 

colour - white 
and one other 

colour.

Colourpoint

A colourful cat with 
dark ears, paws, tail 

and face.
Siamese cats as an 

example of this 
species.



Cat breeds

There are around 60 cat breeds in the world.

Bengal Cat Siamese Cat British Shorthair Maine CoonTurkish Angora

The Turkish Angora is one 
of the ancient, natural 

breeds of cat originating in 
the Ankara region.



The First Domesticated Cats

• It is thought that the domestication of cats began about 12,000 years ago
with the explosion of agriculture in the Middle East.

• By 2021, 
there are an estimated 
220 million owned and 
480 million stray cats
worldwide.

Stray: A pet that no longer has a 
home or cannot find its home



Cats in Turkey

• 20 per cent of the Turkish population of 80 million 
own a cat at home.

• In Istanbul, famous for its street cats, shopkeepers 
or locals of the region feed their cats.



Fascinating Facts About Cats

• The first year of a cat’s life is equal to the 
first 15 years of human life. 

• Cats can rotate their ears 180 degrees.

• Cats’ hearing is five times more acute than 
that of humans. Humans use 6 muscles for 
hearing, while cats use 32 muscles.

• Cats can make more than 100 sounds. In 
dogs, this number is 10.



Why do cats land on 4 feet?

• Cats have an ability that is called the righting 
reflex. 

• The righting reflex allows cats to move their 
bodies into position to land on all four feet.

• Cats' flexible spines allow them to rotate 
their upper body facing down quickly. 

• Their lower body follows the upper body, 
and they land on all four feet.



Why do cats eat grass?

Grass is a laxative for cats.

Cats swallow their fur while licking. 

This causes constipation.

Cats eat grass as it acts as a natural 
laxative to aid the digestive system.

Laxative: Helps a person drain the contents of the bowels 

Lick: To move the tongue across the surface of something

Constipation: A condition which makes someone unable to 
empty their bowels as often as they should

Digest: To change food in your stomach into substances that 
your body can use



Why do cats scratch seats?

• They mark the area in which they live. 

• There are small glands in their paws for 

marking, and 

these glands leave an odour 
while they are scratching.

Gland: an organ of the body that produces liquid chemicals



VAN CATS



Van Cats

• One of the oldest known domesticated cats.

• Like many cat breeds, no one quite knows the Turkish Van’s true origins.

• According to legend, ancestors of the Turkish Van 
sailed aboard Noah’s Ark.



Van Cats

• Like many cat breeds, no one quite knows the Turkish Van’s true 

origins. According to legend, ancestors of the Turkish Van sailed 

aboard Noah’s Ark. Once the boat reached Mount Ararat-a volcanic 

mountain in eastern Turkey that serves as the Biblical vessel’s 

mythical landing-place -the cats hopped off and swam for dry land. 

God blessed them, and his divine touch caused their white coats to 

develop their signature colouration.

• Van cats were seen on Hittite’s jewellery and stamps.

• When the Roman Empire started to rule this area 

75-387 AC, cats were seen on Roman shields and banners.



Turkish Van Kittens
are initially born
with pale blue eyes.

Their eyes change 
to a deeper blue

or amber
as they grow older.

Occasionally, you’ll also 
see a Van with one amber 
eye and one blue eye or 
two blue eyes of different 
hues.



VAN MARKINGS 

This term describes the Turkish Van’s coat.
Mostly white with coloured markings 

restricted to head and tail. 
This is Van Cats

unique colouration. 

Some of the Van Cats have a coloured 
patch between their shoulder blades, 
and Van Cat enthusiasts call this mark 

the "Sign of God".



The Typical Van Cat Personality

• Famous for its intelligence and loving personality, the Van cat can establish 
a strong bond with its owner.

• Compared to other cat breeds, Van cats love water and have water
resistant fur. Their wide shoulders and rounded rib cage change the cat's 
centre of gravity, creating an ideal posture for swimming.



Van Cat House – In the city of Van in Turkey

Aims of this university based centre are:

• To conserve the breed

• To breed purebreds

• To help Van cats be known worldwide

• To encourage every home have a Van breed

Because of their low population of Van Cats, the 
University of Van built a cat centre for them.



• In the Islamic tradition, cats are admired for their cleanliness.

• They are allowed to enter homes, even mosques.

• There is a belief among some Muslims that cats seek out 
people who pray. 

Cat in the Islamic World



Many Muslims believe that Muezza was Muhammad's favourite cat. Prophet 

Muhammad awoke one day, he began to dress; however, he soon discovered his 

cat Muezza sleeping on his prayer robe's sleeve. 

Rather than wake her, he used a pair of scissors to cut the sleeve off, leaving the 
cat undisturbed.

Cat in the Islamic World
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